
November 30, 1LS66 

Mre Marshall Lumsden 
Edttor, WEST Hagazine 
Times MHtrror Squcre 
Los Angeles, Caltf. 

Dear Sir: 

By way of introduction, I am an upper-middle-class, suburban 

housewife, who has taken the time and the trouble to read, study 

and research carefully and thoroughly the Warren Report ond every 

one of the 26 volumes of Festimony, Hearings and Exhibits tssued by 

the Warren Commission on the assassination of President Kennedy. 

It follows, then, that I am a critie of the Warren Commission's con- 

clusions as to the circumstances of President Kennedy's murder (and 

that of Officer Tipptt), for I do not belteve it is within the 

realm of possibility to make so complete a study of the available 

material and evidence and agree that one “tone”, "alienated" man 

murdered the President, that there was no conspiracy, ¢eitker 

foreign or domestic. Despite the self-righteous procltamattons of 

some of thre most revered figures tn our government, the time has 

come when writers, editors, reporters and people from every walk 

of Life in the United States must familiarize themselves with some 

of the more pressing questions in this mattere 

I have not written a book, simply because I do not consider that 

I possess the necessary ability to do so. Thus, the charge cannot 

be leveled at me that J am, in the recent words of Governor Connally 

of Texas, "a journalistic scavenger”. I am not seeking public off- 

ice, and there is nothing in my background to warrant any attacks 

or investigations as to my pessible motives. J am sertously con- 

cerned that the truth about the Kennedy assassination has been dis- 

torted, concealed and misrepresented. These are serious charges 

and I do not make them lightly. JI believe thet we are post the 

point where we must be labeled "Kooks", "ntt-pickers", "extremists" 

and mentally unbalanced for daring to question the validity of 

the government's case Oy those whose outrage and indignation merely 

reflect their ignorance. I, therefore, address myself to the article 

which appeared recently in WEST magazine by John D. weaver. For ifs 

as he says, “seeds of doubt and suspicion have cauckt oa like crad- 

grass" then itt is because the evidence supolied by the Commission 

is crumbling from lack of support and not because those who are
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knowledgeable about the 26 volumes are temottonally dispossessed”. 

And now to Hr. Weaver. In his third paragraph, Hr. feaver makes 

the first of his erroneous statements. He writes, "No one could say 

for sure whether the bullets struck the President from the front or 

rear, or perhaps doth dtirecttionsee." 

Either Mr. Weaver has not read the testimonies of the Doctors at Park- 

land Hospital in Dallas, who first examined the President's wounds, 

or he is less than honest to make such a categorical statement. 

I quote from the Dectors (and a nurse) at Parkland Hospital: 

Dr. Charles Carrico (the first one to observe the throat wound before 
the tracheotomy was performed by him):"...a small, penetrating* 

wound" (of the throat) Comm. Ex. 392. 

Dr. Ronald Jones:"fhe hole was very small and relatively clean cut, as 

you would see in a bullet that is entering rather than exiting.” 
* & 

Hre Specter: Would it be consistent then with an exit wound, but of a 
Low velocityer..?” 

Dr. Jones: "Yess; of very low velocity to the point that you might think 

| that this bullet barely made it te nrouge the soft tissues and Just 

enough to drop out of the skincees” (¥ol.6, pp. 55-56) 

Dre Hatcolm Perry: "There was @ small wound in the eemidline of the neck.ce 
"= ft was rather’ ctean cuter...” (Vol. 6, pe) 

(Dr. Perry now denies that he ever referred to thts “neck” wound as 

a front e entrance wound. In an interview with Jimmy Breslin in the 
Saturday Buening Fost of December 14/63, however, Dr. Perry told 
Breslin “the wound.in the throat. was small and neat..the damage a .._.. 
rifle bullet does as it comes out of a person's body is unbelievable”. ) 

Dr. Charles Baxter:"..e.wound not jagged as I would expect with a very 
- high-velocity bullet. Judging from the calibre of the rifle found 

later, the wound more resembled an entrance wound.” (V¥ol.6, p42) 

Dr. Poul Peters:"...ewe speculated as to whether he hud been shot once 

or twice because we saw the wound of entry in the throat and noted 
the large occipital wound and tt is a Known fact that ntgh-velocity 
missiles often have a small wound of entrance and a large wound of 
exit". (Dr. Peters explains that by "we", he meant all of the Doctors 
who were present). (Vol. 6, pe Zl) 

Dr. Kenneth Salyer:".eeI observed that he did have some sucking wound 
of some type on his neck." (VYol.6, peS8l) 

Nurse Hargaret Henchliffez:"s.eoa little hole in the middle of his neck.» 
about as big around as the end of my little finger”. 

Hr. Specter (Commission Lawyer): "Have you ever had any experience wtth 
bullet holes?" 

Nurse He: "Yes". : 
Mr. Specter:"And what did that appear to you to be?" 
Nurse H.:"An entrance bullet hole — it Looked like to me..J have never 

seen an exit bullet hole..that looked like that". (Vol.6,p.141) 
Hr. Specter (p.145):"wWhat was there about the wound, if you recall any-~ 

phing spectat, whitch gave you the impression it was an entrance 
wound?! 

**PUNCTURS WOUNDS ARS CAUSGO BY ANY PENETRATING OBJECTS" 

"The Book of Health"-Drs. Clarke & Cumley 
Elsevier Press ~ Houston, New York September 1953 
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Nurse Hos"Well, it was just a small wound and it wasn't jagged Like most 
of the exit bullet wounds that I have seen.” 

I, therefore, chatlense Mr. Weaver's statement that “no one could 

say for sure whether the bullets struck the President from the front or 

rear", in view of the sworn testimonies of seven qualified doctors and 

one registered nurse (with twelve years experience, seven of which she has” 

spent in emergency rooms). They were the first people to observe the 

woundss In addition, Doctors Baxter, Perry, and Clark held a press con- 

ference on televiston that afternoon, which I personally witnessed, wherein 

‘they confirmed the wound of entrance in the President’s throat. Qualified 

reporters and correspondents from the leading newspapers in the U.S. and 

around the world carried the Doctors' statements to that effect. (JI have, 

in my files, the quotations to support the claim from both the N.Y. Times 

and the then N.Y. He: rald-fribune of 11/23/63). Despite the Warren Com- 

mission's and Mr. #eaver's efforis to diseredtt the Parkland doctors’ 

descriptions of that wound, and the multitudinous correspondents’ in- 

terpretotions, the Comnaission's conclusion that both the doctors and the 

reporters were mistaken about so vital a subject as a murdered Prestdent’s 

wound is; In my opinton, a distortton of fact. Richard Dudman, Wasningt 

correspondent for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, on Becember ist, 1963, 

stated that after the autopsy had been performed at Betauesda Naval Hosptial 

two Secret Service agents, armed with the cutopsy report, made a trip to 

Dallas, talked with the Doctors at Parkland, and obtained a reversal fron 

them. Prior to that encounter, all of themhad agreed on an entrunce 

wound in the throat. Logically, this could only have bean the result of 

the President having been struck from the front by thet particular missile. 

Hr, Weaver derisively states thet "extremists of the right and left 

found themselves. agreeing thot it was a political murder", as if no 

respectable or responsible individual - only extremists - could be so 

unpatriotic as to suspect a conspiracy of a political nature. If 

present demands for a new investigation reflect the doubts of concerned 

individuals that the crime was a lone, wanton, unassisted act" by 

Lee Harvey Oswald and that there was no consptracy to assassinate the 

President, then 63% of the nation (according to the latest poll, Nov.2l-26) 

is composed of "extremists". Among the 63% who are now demanding a new 

investigation are the following?
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Harrison Salisbury of the New York Times (see "The Progressive" Octe 66. 
Sene Russell Long of Loutstana | 
Congressman Theodore Kupferman of New York 

Arthur Schlesinger, Jre 
Bishop James Pike | 
Richard Goodwin, former ass't. spectal counsel to President Kennedy 
Max Lerner, noted polttical commentator and journalist 
Raymond Moley | 
Life Magazine 

Are these extremists of the right or the left, Hrs Weaver? 

Are those who have done their homework and those who do not accept the 

findings of the Warren Commission to be so carelessly tossed into two 

CAMPS , that nothing remains but the followers of Revtio Oliver of the 

extreme right wing or Thomas G. Buchanan, whom Hre Weaver labels "a left- 

wing Amertcan expatriate"? . 

The Dallas tragedy does not demand "a more emotionally satisfying 

denouement...drawn from the evtdence that the President had met his death 

at the hands of am instgnificant youth". The Dallas tragedy demands a 

concerned citizenry, capable of making an honest examination of the facts 

and of the presently-available evidence. #hat Hr. Weaver has blithely 

overlooked, tin his zeal to "put down” the erittes and to dismiss them 

as "cultists," tis|tke fact that there is no substantial evidence to prove, 

beyond a reasonable doubt, that Lee Harvey Oswald, Killed President Kennedy 

or Officer Pippite | 

1. Phe rifle requested by "A. Hideli" to be seni to the Dallas Post Office 
Box on Marca l3th, 1963, weighed 5% pounds and was 36 inches in length. 

(Warren Report, pe lt4 & Vol. 7, De. 56/7) 
(See enclosed "American Rifleman" as 
of February l963) 

fhe alleged murder weapon found on the 6th floor of the Texas School 
Book Depository at 1:22 pom on Lll/22/63 weighed 8 pounds and was 
40.2 inches long. (l¥eRe, PeSl) 

If Kleta's| Sporting Goods matl-order house made a mistake and 

shipped to 4. Hidell a rifle which was more than % inches longer and 2% 

pounds heavier thon the one requested, there is, throughout the 26 volumes, 

not a single reference to the existence of such an error; yet we are deal- 

ing here with the|murder weapon, one of the most important pteces of 

evidence in the entire case. If Oswald (a.k.a.AHidell) ever owned a 

HMannlicher-Carcano 6.5mn rifle, the one he ordered differs notably, in 

both weight and length, from the alleged murder weapon. It must be em- 

phasized, at this| point, that ownership, purchase, or posszssion of a 

rifle, does not epnstitute proof of murder. 
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Not’ one witness (and more than 552 were interviewed) has been produced, 

who ever saw Cswald enter the Book Depository building on the morning 

of 11/22/63 (or at any other time) with a rifle or with a paper package 

that might have contained a rifle. (See testimonies of Linnie Hae 

Randle, Vole2,ppe245~251;3 Buell Westley Frazier, Yolo as PPe 2lO~ 2453 

Jack Dougherty, Vol.6,ppe 373-382) 

Not one wttness can place Oswald on the 6th floor at, or even close to; 

the time of the shooting. 
The only witness who gave a description of someone shooting from that 

window at that time, Howard Leslie Brennan, failed ‘to identify Oswaid 

at a police Line-up later that afternoon (whatever his excuse may be). 

He admits to having seen Oswald's picture on television prior to the 

time of the line~up. (C.£.2003). S&rennan, of course, gave the man's 

hetght as part of the description of the suspect. The Commission 

tells us thot the sniper was sitting or kneeling when he took alite 

(Warren Report, pei4#). If the suspect was sitting or kneeling and 

was described by Nr. Brennan as being “posstble 5 foot 10%=}(Supra pe l44, 

taen the "Lakers" missed a formidable basket-bali player’ A linge on 

page 8 of the Warren Report tells us that, "A carton had apparently 

been placed on the floor at the side of the window so that a person 

sittine on the carton could look down Elm Street..and searcely be 

noticed from tne outside." (£) Police Captain Will Fritz says: "when 

ft got to the dutlding some officer there told me..the man who did the 

shooting out of the window its a tall, (Oswald was 5'9O"). white many 

thot is all I had. fFhat didn't mean much..v¢ecuse you can't tell 5 

or 6 floors up whether a man is tall or short”. (Yole4,p.237). This 

ts all there is of eyewitness identification! 

Bonnie Ray #illiams, an employe of the Book Depository, testifies that 

he ate lunch at the second pair of windows next to the alleged sniper's 

perch. He says he remained there until 12:20 and was all alone, heard 

no one moving or stirring around him, and finally rejoined his co-work- 

ers on the floor below to watcA the motorcade. (Vol. 3, pp. 168-169) 

William Shelley, manager of the Texas School Book Depository, says in 

a sworn affidavit, “Lee was already filling some orders just outside 

my office. JI saw him periodically ait morning with the excenotion of 

when we (Shelley and other workers) were on the sixth floor.” Hre 

Shelley's office is located on the first floor (CoH lO6i), and he says 

thot he saw Oswald on that floor "periodically all morning until noon.” 

(Cee 2603, 2. 226) 

We have already learned from Bonnie Ray Williams that no one was on 

the 6th floor as late as 12:20, (10 minutes before the shots rang oud 

from there). JI must, therefore, challenge the Commisston's conclusion 

thot Lee Harvey Oswald was present at this windew at the time of the 

assassination. (Supra,pe137). First, no witness saw him on the 6th 

floor at any time close to the ftring of the shotse Secondly, we must 

assume thet he was able to execute the physical preparations necessary 

to kill the President from the 6th floor window within 10 minutes 

(ivilliams had finished his lunch at 12:20). Next, we must take into 

account the fact that he had to produce the rifle from somewhere 

(surely he wasn't carrying it around tin his pocketj,- he hed to assembl 

it, build a barricade of book cartons, (each of which weighs 50 pounds, 

behind his perch, and he had to create a foundation out of the cartons 

on which to rest the rifle. Then he had to aim the rifle with the 

faulty sight, fire 3 shots at the motorcade, walk or run across the
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warehouse floor, 60° in an east-west direction, and.70' tn a south-north 

direction, to the point between the cartons where the rifle was found. 

"The man did not seem to be out of breath; he seemed calm" says Ure Truly, 

when he and Policeman Baker sow nim walking around the lunch-room on the 

second floor at 12:32. (Supra,p.152) If, indeed, such a feat was possible. 

there are no witnesses to attest to tt. 

The rifleman had to remove the disassembled weapon from the paper bag, 

and assemble tt. He then had to load it with cartridges, aim rifle and 

scope, and handle the bolt action and trigger. Yet, an FBI Report says, 

#the Latent prints appearing in the photograph taken of the rifie..are 

too fragmentary and indistinct to be of any value for identification pur- 

poses..Photograpns taken by this Bureau also fatled to produce prints of 

sufficient legibility for comparison purposes", that tno latent prints 

of value were developed on Oswald's..cariridge cases, the unfired cart—- 

ridge, the elip in the rifle, or the inner parts of jthe rifle" (FBI Re- 

port, fingerprint analysis,C. £22003, pp.263-264). Only 1 palmprint was 

Lifted from the underside of the gun barrel and "in |the opinton of these 

experts, it wag not possible to estimate tke time which elapsed between 

the placing of the print on the rifle and the date of the Lift*(Supra, 

pel24%), The Report goes on to tell us that "a paimgrint could not be 

placed on this portion of the rifle, when assembled, because ine wooden 

foregrip covers the barrel at this potat.e” Trus, we are Left with the 

startling fact that not a single finger or palmpring tdentifiable with 

Cswald was found on the assembled rifle, the clip, the stock, tne trigger, 
the telescopic sight, or the cartridges. fhe Cummisston dismisses the 

possibility of gloves or rags having been used. If one assumes Oswald's 

ownership of the rifle, a single palmprint is hardly synonymous with 

murder; it indicates, at the very most, that at some time, which cannot 

be established and could have been considsrably previous to 11/22/63 
Oswald handled the rifle, and rather gingerly, at that. 

As for Oswald, the "poor shot" (See testimony of Marine Corps Lt.Cot. 
Folsom, Vol.&,p.303) being capable of firing 3 shots at a moving target, 

from a window 70’ above the ground and at distances ranging from 175 to 

265 feet, in 5.6 seconds, this "concluston” has been so thoroughly dis- 

credited by 3 sets of Commission exoerts as to render tt absurd: 

.. FBI TESTS: Killion: 3 shots in 9 seconds 
Cunningham: 3 shots in 7 seconds 

Frazter: 3 shots in 6 seconds 

ARMY TESTS: Hendrix: &.25 seconds & 7eO S2CSe 

‘Staley: 6.3/4 secs. & 6445 Secs. 
Miller: 4.6 sees. € 5.15 secs. 

NAT'L RIFLES ASS'N TESTS: fe 
Zo 

3 shots in ii secs. 

3 shots in 8 secs. (Vale 3,pp.+02, 
404,407,420, 446, 

449). 

Of all the EXPERT marksmen who attempted to duplicate Oswaid’s aileged 

feat, only one, Miller, came close to the mark in time but not in the 

head or neck areas. Although the Commission would have us believe that 

the tests were made under "similar conditions”: 

a) All of the marksmen were shooting at SPATIONARY TARGETS. 

b) The tests were conducted at a height of 30', in some in- 

stances, as opposed to 70'(from the 6th floor window) 

By
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c) The marksmen were instructed to "take as much time as they 
desired at the first target”, in one series of tests 
(Volo 35 p.o444) 

d) In all 3 series, they were shooting under ideal circumstances, 
with no emotional pressure. 

Before we leave the subject of Oswald's capability to accomplish a feat 
which eight experts couldn't duplicate, let us briefly examine the test- 
imony of Oswald's Marine Corps "buddy", Nelson Delgado, (Vol.&,p.233)3 

Delgado: "“seeehe (Oswald) didn't show no particular aspects of 
being a sharpshooter at all.” 

| Mr. Liebeler: "He didn't seem to be particularly proficient with the 
rifles..?" 

Delgado: "That’s right”. 
x& *¢ k 

"He just barely shot his score, which I think was about 170... 
just barely sharpshooter”. 

HreLe: "Sharpshooter is the minimum?” 
Delgado: "..emarksman is the lowest,.Oswald had a marksman's badgé@ee 

‘he just qualified, that's all. He wasn't as enthustastic 
as the rest cof us". 

Nrobet (pe236)3"...you had been interviewed prior to this time?” 
Delgado: "Yes", | . 
Hreleé "By whom?” 

Delgado: "FBI agents"... “they talked to me about 5 times”. 
Hrolet (pe237)2 "You told the FBI that in your opiniern Oswald was not 

a good shot..?".."And he did not show any unusual interest 
in weapons than the average Marine?” 

Delgado: "Yes. He was mostly a thinker, a readero..” 
Mrehoit (pe249): "Did you get the impression thet the agent (FBI) 

was trying to get you fo change your story?” 
Delgado: "Yes..am I allowed to say what I want to say?" 
Hrei.: "Yes; J want vou to say exactly what you want to say”. 
Delgado: "I had the imoression now, wholeheartedly, I want to 

believe that Oswald did what he was supposed to have done, 
but I had the impression they weren't satisfied with my 
testimony of Rim not betng an expert shot". 

HreLe? "seyou say you got the impression that the FBI agents that 
talked to you didn't like the statement tnrat you made. 
about Oswald's inability to use the rifle well; is that 
right?” 

Delgado: "Right". 

What posstdble reasons could the FBI agents have hed for not liking 
Delgado's insistence that Oswald was not interested in guns and was, 
at best, an infertor marksman, unless tt didn't fit the picture that 
Oswald was the President’s assassin and was capable of accomplishing 
what even the finest rifle experts in the country were incapable of 
doing? 

Hr. iveaver would do well to provide us with answers to such ques- 

tions. Instead, he prefers to continue his myth by gtutng us a direct 

quotation from the testimony of Oswald's Loyal widow, Marina;. @kadld 

wanted "to do something to make him outstanding, that he would be known 

to history". —_—=iZ/—//@—bRM—M—M—MM Horina Oswald was one of the Commission’sY 

Star witnesces,
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after nearly 3 months of being held in "protective custody" by the Secret 

Service, and she is the origin of much of its most damaging testimony 

against her deceased husband. The fact that there ts no evtdence to 

support irs. Oswald's claim, «#2 that she is the sole source of this en- 

_Lightenment, and,'éven the Commisston itself did not succeed tin attributing 

a motive for Oswald's alleged crime, does not get in Mr. Weaver's ways 

in the least. Oo 

Last week (LA Times, 11/22/66, Pt.1,p.l0), Senator Richard Russell, 

a member of the Commission, told the Associated Press that he "had strong 

criticism of the guesttoning of most wtinesses before the Commission” and 

that he had been reluctant to attach his signature to the Report but was 

finally persuaded to do so by Chief Justice Larl Warren. According to 

an analysis of the Warren Report made by a Commission staff member, 

Alfredda Scobey, (American Bar Association Journal, Jane '65), "“soeThere 

are many facets! that appear only in Hrs. Oswald's uncorroborated test- 

TMONYo oe Hlore important, only Mrs.e Oswald identified the weapon as the one 

he owned...ethis, is the only eyewitness testimony connecting Oswald with 

the assasstnation weapon”. (Bhen Narina Oswald was first shown the alleged 

murder weapon by the Dallas Police on the night of 11/22/53, she satd it 

was not Oswald’s rifle ). Although Senator Russell expressed grave res~ 

ervations about the validtty of HNarina's testimony, Hre Weaver, neverthe-- 

less, stagles out her assessment of Oswald's motives as the denouement to 

the Dallas tragedy which best satisftes his curiosity. If Mr. Weaver is 

satisfied with Harina's indictment of her husband, certain Commission 

members are not, and I am not. | ) 

At this point, I am obliged to restrict myszlf to just a few of. the 

more obvious facts: 

1. There is no proof that Oswald fired at General Walker. 
There ts considerable proof that he did note 

2. The Zapruder frames are indisputable evidence that President 
Kennedy and Governor Connally were struck 5y separate bullets, 
thus definitively establishing the involvement of at least 
2 ASSASSINS. 

3. A Deputy Constable, Seymour wWettzman, who is a college 
graduate in engineering and the former owner of a sporting 
goods store, as well as a Desuty Sheriff, the Captain of the 
Dallas Department, and the Distristi Attorney of Dallas all 
referred to the rifle found on ihe 6th floor as @ German 
Hauser 7.65 mm. The #arren Report pretends that Constable 
Weitzman "had little more than a glimpse of it" (Supra,p.645) 
that he is, indeed, the source of “the speculation” that tt
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was a Hauser. One can kardly regard as "speculation", how- 

ever, the signed, sworn affidavit of Weitzman (which I en~ 

close and which appears in C.E. 2C03,p.228) wherein he clearly 

specifies nearly twelve hours later (ilf23) that this rifle is 

tq 7.65 Mcuser..equipped with a 4/18 scope, a thick leather 

brownish-blsck sling on it". He is not "speculating"as the 

Commission would have us believe. He kad to have "more than 

a glimpse” of tt in order to give the type of scope and the 

description of the sling. (The Report doesn't mention the 
existence of Weitzman's affidavit; one has to study the ex- 

hibits in order to discover it.). Deputy Sheriff Boone, who 
assisted Weitzman in the search for the rifle, also describes 

it as a Mauser in two typewritten reports (which are enclosed). 

He is even more specific about his description of it, "a 

brownish, black stock and blue stell (sick), metal parts”. 
(Ho mention of Boone's two reports appears tin the Warren . 

Report, either). Comnission counsel, Joseph Ball recently 
explained this major discrepancy by saying that the Itatian 

rifle is built on the Nauser patent and, thus, such a mistake 
eould easily have been made by someone who hadnit examined tt: 
closely. This explanation might be acceptable were it not for 
the testimony of Deputy Sheriff Boone. Boone testifies that 
Captain Fritz had knelt down to see the rifle more clearly 
(Yole3,p2.295) "and he satd it looks like a 7.65 Hauser". 
Capt. Fritz clarifies the matter further; he says, "you can 
read on the rifle what it was". Yol. 4, pe 206). In Cale 
5414 (2) ts a photograph of the Italtan HMannlicker-Carcano. 
The words "HADE ITALY" are easily visible on the top of the 
rifle, as are the indications as to the calibre "6.5". 
Finally, at a Press Conference in the Dallas jail at 12:30 am 
11/23/63, District Attorney Wade, when asked "What's the - 
make of the rifle, sir?" answers, "It’s a Hauser, I believe”. 
(Vol. 24,p.830) (Again, no mention of Fritz' and Wade's 
reference to the rifle being a Hauser is made tn the Report.) 

There is no substantial proof that Oswald could have or did, 

in fact, kilt Officer Tippit. 

a) One witness to the Tippit murder scene, ToF.e Bowley, was 
careful to make note of the exact time when he first. 
beheld the dead Police Officer lying in the street and © 
subsequently used the officer's police-radto-'phone to 
report the incident. He says in a sworn affidavit (al- 
though he was not called to testify as a witness), I 
Looked at my watch and it said 1:10 peme" (C.E.2003,p202) 
Oswald was still seen standing at a bus stop 9/10ths of a 
mile away between 1:04 and 1:05 peme . 

b) The Commission's star witness to the Tippit murder scene, 
Helen Harkham, also signed a sworn affidavit in which she 
pinpointed the time at 1:06 pem when she saw "a young 
man.walk up to the sguad car", Her, timing, coincide t 
Bowley's but how could Oswatd; nearly a mite away at pigs 
Dette, Rave been the "young man" who approached Tippit's . 
car at 1:06 and seconds later shot him? :
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These are but minor, isolated instances in the enormous panorama of 

events, to be sure,| and can, in themselves, only raise serious questions. 

But there ts a wealitth of persuastve information and evidence which makes 

Oswatd's guilt in both the murder of the President and Officer Tippit so 

questionable and so| tenuous as to be unacceptable, Jt does not bear analysis 

and close examination. | 

As for Hr. Weaver, one can only exhort him to buy or borrow the 26 

volumes of Testimony, Hearings and Exhtibtis, read them, and then take up 

the defense of the Warren Commission's case. | 

Those of us who have made a study of the case are becoming accustomed 

to the accusations of "demonologists", "cuitists", “extremists” of one 

stripe or another by those defenders of the Report and Volumes, whose knowl- 

edge of the case is less impressive than the degree of their indignation . 

at responstble criticism. Those who cry out the loudest are often fortified 

by the Least amount of knowledge. In his recent Press Conference, Governor 

Connally suggested that those who do not agree with the Commission's find- 

ings should be investigated. He, at the same time, admitied that he had 

not read the Report or any of the books critical of tt. Obviously, he 

accepted on blind fatth. This admission was singulariy significant. Wot 

having read it, he cannot be held responsible for its contents when history 

makes its final judgment of the case. JI, for one, say "go ahead and in- 

vestigate mei", For, the result would be the startling revelation that JI 

have not only not been interested in profiting financially from this dread- 

ful tragedy and national disgrace, put fl have spent thousands of dollars of 

my own money trying to uncover the truth. 

We are titillated into anticipating Mr. Heaver'ts next installment 

by the promise of his examination of Hark Lane's "lurid" attack on the 

Farren Report!. Jf \think it is lurid to obfuscate the truth, as the #arren 

Commisston has done. J think it ts necessary and courageous to seek the 

truth, as Mr. Lane, Mre Sauvage, Mr. wWeisberg and the many other serious 

critics have done, — 

No, Hr. Weaver, the Young Prince was not killed by a stockroom clerk- 

I challenge you and the ffarren Commission to prove th9t he was. The con- 

clusions of the Farren Commisston are not good enough for me or for 63% 

of the American people. ‘ - ; , 

| | | Naren eChidd 

Ail parentheses are the writer's. 
All underlining is the writer's.


